Welcome to our 2019 Catalogue of German Resources!

Everything here is distributed by European Schoolbooks Ltd (ESB) and is available from The European Bookshop in London and nationally by mail order from Cheltenham, online via our website:
www.eurobooks.co.uk

Prices

Prices are correct at the time of printing (16/09/18) but may be changed without notice if affected by publishers’ increases or exchange rate movements. Up to date prices can always be found on our website.

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL)

ESB’s mission is to provide UK language teachers with the best of a huge range of materials produced by the many European publishers who specialise in the learning and teaching of their respective languages.

In particular, we think it is in every pupil’s interest that UK language learning should be aligned with the CEFRL, which all the best new materials produced within the other 46 member countries of the Council of Europe now incorporate.

Inspection Copy Service for Teachers

We will gladly send you an inspection copy of any textbook (sorry, not audio-visual materials) you are thinking of buying in class sets. If you buy 12+ copies of textbooks direct from ESB or our bookshop you may keep the inspection copy free-of-charge. If you buy 20+ copies you may be entitled to a discount. Please ask for details.

Other services

We offer a range of other services to the language-teaching community – advisers, inspectors, and heads of establishments or departments, especially language colleges and Network for Languages Centres. If you are planning any kind of languages event or promotion, we can attend ourselves or send an appropriate boxed selection of relevant books and materials. With suitable notice we can arrange presentations or workshops, and we are open to all other suggestions. For more information please contact the Marketing Department on 01242 245252 option 4.

Contacting us:

European Schoolbooks Ltd
The Runnings, Cheltenham,
GL51 9PQ
phone: 01242 245252
email: direct@esb.co.uk

Business Hours
Monday to Friday 8:30 - 17:00

The European Bookshop and
The Italian Bookshop
123 Gloucester Road, London
SW7 4TE
phone: 020 7734 5259
email: bookshop@esb.co.uk
www.europeanbookshop.com

Business Hours
Monday to Friday 9:30 - 18:30
Saturday 10:00 - 18:30
Sunday 12:00 - 17:00

All trade enquiries should be directed to our Cheltenham Head Office.
The European Bookshop and The Italian Bookshop is a division of European Schoolbooks Ltd.
Picture books

In this series you will find a fantastic selection of some of our bestselling German picture books for use in primary schools at KS2. Other suitable books are available in different sections of our online catalogue, but here are some of the current favourites. We have included a mixture of translated and original literature, which introduces a wide range of everyday vocabulary relevant to the world of young children. Every title is filled with fun, from colourful illustrations to rhyming text. The use of story books is a very enjoyable and educational way of introducing modern foreign languages into the Primary classroom, be it as the main focus for lessons or as supplementary material for schemes of work or activity books. If you are looking for something specific that you cannot find, please do get in touch.

Bestselling translated titles

334628 Barbapapas Reise £10.95
The search in London, India and outer-space for Barbamama.

143529 Da kommt der Wolf! £12.75
Oh no - the wolf is coming! And he's getting closer and closer - how can we get away from him? Tip the book this way? Shake the book? Read to the end to find out!

014885 Elmar £14.50
Elmer the colourful patchwork elephant has a nursery favourite since this first book was published in 1989. A modern classic, this picture book is known to millions, and continues to be the strongest seller of the whole series, having sold over 2 million copies around the world. The subtle message is that it is OK to be different; Elmer is different to the other elephants: he is multicoloured, and he doesn’t like being different. But he discovers that uniqueness does not change who he is in the eyes of his friends.

016193 Frau Hoppes erster Schultag £13.75
The first day back at school doesn't start well for Frau Hoppe - she oversleeps, sets off in her nightdress and when the children arrive she feels intimidated. Can teachers be as frightened about going back to school as the pupils?

142853 Freunde £17.95
A story as old as the world: we feel better together - without knowing why we squabble, fight, we make up and become best friends again. Using colourful illustrations the author sketches monsters and entertains us with their funny and endearing attitudes and feelings.

014626 Die Geschichte vom Elefanten... £15.95
The story of an elephant who hasn't slept because a bat was munching food all night above his bed and a resulting chain of encounters that lead to a mouse scaring the elephant. A funny story told using repeated phrases.

014623 Die Geschichte vom Nilpferd... £14.95
The story of a hippopotamus who sings loudly when taking a bath upsetting the other animals as he does so but when they decide to stop him the lion appears and he has other ideas what to do. A funny story told using repeated phrases.

297866 Der Gruffelo £14.95
The Gruffalo: The classic tale of the friendly orange-eyed monster.

119549 Heute bin ich £15.50
Today I am feeling.... A book with beautiful illustrations depicting a range of feelings.

107662 Hilfe, dieses Buch hat meinen Hund gefressen! £13.75
Bella is walking her dog when he suddenly disappears. Is it possible the book has eaten him? The fire brigade and police come to help her but they all suffer the same fate - only you the reader can help rescue them all...

014885 Elmar £14.50
Elmer the colourful patchwork elephant has a nursery favourite since this first book was published in 1989. A modern classic, this picture book is known to millions, and continues to be the strongest seller of the whole series, having sold over 2 million copies around the world. The subtle message is that it is OK to be different; Elmer is different to the other elephants: he is multicoloured, and he doesn’t like being different. But he discovers that uniqueness does not change who he is in the eyes of his friends.

014652 Kater Kamillo kommt in die Schule £15.75
It's Kamillo's first day of school and he's worried. What if he doesn't make any new friends? Just in case, he decides to bring along his pet mouse and hides him in his lunch box. Kamillo starts learning all his important cat lessons. But when his pet mouse escapes and the cats do what cats do (they chase mice!), Kamillo is worried again. Maybe now he'll lose all his friends, old and new! Just in time, the teacher takes charge and teaches everyone an important new lesson - maybe Cat School is going to be ok after all!

014738 Das kleine Ich bin ich £15.50
A small creature is walking through the meadow. He feels related to all the animals but none are exactly like him. He isn't a horse or a cow or a bird or a hippo and he begins to doubt himself until he realises - I'm not just anybody - I'm me!

011578 Kleine Raupe Nimmersatt £16.50 (hardback)
206382 Kleine Raupe Nimmersatt £9.95 (paperback)
The Very Hungry Caterpillar in German.

014793 Pipikack £12.95
This large, colourful and fun story tells us about the little rabbit that only ever says two words: “Pipí Kack’’...until he meets up with the big bad wolf!

101162 Riese Rick macht sich schick £6.90
Rick wished he wasn’t the scruffiest giant in town ...until he bumps into some animals who desperately need his help - and his important cat lessons. But when his pet mouse escapes and the cats do what cats do (they chase mice!), Kamillo is worried again. Maybe now he’ll lose all his friends, old and new! Just in time, the teacher takes charge and teaches everyone an important new lesson - maybe Cat School is going to be ok after all!

014335 Der rote Ballon £8.25
Pip and Rosy have fun with a red balloon.

128745 Der Stockmann £9.50
"Stick Man lives in the family tree, with his Stick Lady Love and their stick children three”. But it’s dangerous being a Stick Man. A dog wants to play with him, a swan builds her nest with him, he even ends up on a fire! Will he ever get back to the family tree?
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010217 Ein Tiger kommt zum Tee £14.50
"The Tiger who came to Tea" in German. The classic story of Sophie and her extraordinary tea-time guest. The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who could it possibly be? What they certainly don’t expect to see at the door is a big furry, stripy tiger!

0128740Superwurm £10.75
When Superwurm is kidnapped by the wicked wizard and his sinister servant, it is up to his animal friends to save him.

364295 Vom kleinen Maulwurf, der wissen wollte, wer ihm auf den Kopf gemacht... £15.50
The story of a little mole who puts his head above ground to see if the sun is shining when something lands on his head - it is round and brown and looks a bit like a sausage - and he wants to know who did it!

012117 Von Kopf bis Fuß £9.25
I am a gorilla and beat my chest - can you? I am a sealion and clap my hands - can you? Of course the children can!

301195 Weisst du eigentlich, wie lieb ich dich habe? £10.75
Guess How Much I Love You by Sam McBratney.

306727 Wir gehen auf Bärenjagd £15.50
The well-loved “We’re Going on a Bear Hunt” in German.

360839 Wo die wilden Kerle wohnen £18.95
"Where The Wild Things Are" in German. One night Max puts on his wolf suit and makes mischief of one kind and another, so his mother calls him "Wild Thing" and sends him to bed without his supper. That night a forest begins to grow in Max’s room and an ocean to bed without his supper. That night Max puts on his wolf suit and makes "Where The Wild Things Are" in German.

014625 Wo ist Mami? £9.50
Can Butterfly help Little Monkey find his mum? Yes, but only after a lot of trial and error as Butterfly misunderstands Monkey’s descriptions and leads him to all kinds of unsuitable animals.

014410 Zogg £15.95
Zogg is the keenest dragon in school. He’s also the most accident-prone. Luckily, a mysterious little girl always comes by and patches up his bumps and bruises. But will she be able to help him with his toughest test: capturing a princess?

014395 Zogg und die Retter der Lüfte £14.95
The sequel to the bestselling Zogg. Meet the Flying Doctors and, of course, their trusty ‘air ambulance’. Zogg the dragon, as they fly around the country, tending to a sunburnt mermaid, a distressed unicorn, and even a sneezy lion.

014618 Die Königin der Farben £7.55
In the style of a poem Queen Malwida summons her subjects blue, red and yellow. This book shows what the colours personalities are like and how they interact with each other.

014610 Keinohrhase und Zweiohrküken £13.50
Keinohrhase can do everything the other hares can but nobody wants to be his friend because he doesn’t have ears. One day he finds an egg. Who does it belong to? Maybe there is a friend for him inside? Then he makes a surprising discovery...

014618 Die Königin der Farben £7.55
In the style of a poem Queen Malwida summons her subjects blue, red and yellow. This book shows what the colours personalities are like and how they interact with each other.

014635 Kurz nach sechs kommt die Echse £16.50
An imaginative book about dreams and reality.

014066 Olli, der Osterhase £4.35
The Easter Eggs haven’t been decorated! Will Olli be able to paint them all in time?

337995 Das Orchester zieht sich an £8.15
It’s early evening as 105 people get ready to go to work. They have showers, brush their hair, put on their make up and get dressed in white shirts and black trousers or dresses and set off with cases of various shapes and sizes to the city centre where they meet with their instruments on the stage at the concert hall.
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bilingual books

Ages 5-7

bi:libri

A series of bilingual and multilingual titles for pre-primary and primary age children. The books cater for the needs of children who start learning another language at an early age or who grow up with more than one language at home. They are designed to be child-friendly and linguistically stimulating with a variety of different illustrations and cover a range of themes such as a child’s everyday world, animals, friendship, tolerance and understanding.

012696 Weiß weiß Bescheid £10.50
A bright book of colours full of surprises with a happy ending.

101533 Zitronengelb und Feuerrot £14.95
Colour and language have a lot to do with each other so we say things like brick red and pea green, sea blue and cornflower blue but the shades of colours are not the same. Sabine Lohf has combined 50 words and 50 shades of colour to show the vast array of colours there are and how they can describe so many things around us. Each double page shows a picture and its description.

012052 Wasser ist Nass £8.95
Räuberkind are naughty, ill-mannered and not afraid of anything but they have great fun and always stick together. Isn’t there a Räuberkind inside all of us?

014966 Meine erste Weihnachtsgeschichte £5.90
The Christmas Story for young readers.

011824 Schreimutter £13.95
"Heute Morgen hat meine Mutter so geschnarcht, das ich auseinander geflogen bin". The tale of what happened to a little penguin when its mother was angry!

014069 Das schwarze Huhn £15.50
The white hens make fun of the black hen - so much that he gives them to the King.

353240 Räuberkind £8.95
Räuberkind are naughty, ill-mannered and not afraid of anything but they have great fun and always stick together. Isn’t there a Räuberkind inside all of us?

014335 Der rote Ballon £8.25
Pip and Rosy have fun with a red balloon.
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Courses

Classroom courses

Ages 5-7

Bruno und ich

CORNELEN

Bruno und ich is aimed at pupils between the ages of six and eight who are learning German as their first foreign language. The textbook is adapted to children’s abilities and needs: A colourful, attractive layout, varied and child-orientated tasks, emotionally appealing topics and a gentle linguistic progression make lessons a lot of fun and encourages all pupils to participate. The focus is on the playful learning of language: through rhymes, poems, songs and learning games. Accompanied by bear Bruno, children subconsciously practise linguistic structures, learn correct pronunciation and expand their listening comprehension. The student books are divided into twelve chapters, each with five sections: pictures introduce new linguistic structures and are followed by hands-on activities such as role-playing games and a song per chapter. Afterwards, the language that has been learned is consolidated with listening comprehension tasks. In the final task of the chapter, “The Bruno Project”, different groups or classes work together. The book concludes with a large illustrated glossary. The audio material is available to download or on an Audio-CD. The teachers’ book is available online on the publisher’s website.

Beginners
017560 Schülerbuch 1 mit Audios online £12.50
017563 Arbeitsheft 1 mit Audio-CDs £9.95
017564 Audio-CD 1 £5.80+

Near beginners
017565 Schülerbuch 2 mit Audios online £11.75
017566 Arbeitsheft 2 mit Audio-CD NYP
017568 Audio-CD 2 £4.90+

Ages 8-10

Die Deutschprofis

KLETT

Inspired by the well-known *Das neue Deutschmobil* series, *Die Deutschprofis* is a colourful and lively course that presents exciting topics matching childrens’ interests and enables a fast-track learning process. *Deutschprofis* Felix, Maja, Leo and his dog lead pupils through the book and help them discover German. The coursebook contains 12 chapters. Each chapter begins with an introductory page to get pupils in the mood for the topic followed by creative activities, games, projects, literary and cultural texts. The accompanying audio material and grammar clips (grammar is presented in animated clips using example sentences) are available to download for free from the internet. The workbook offers intensive grammar and vocabulary training, differentiated exercises, and an *Ich-Buch* that builds into a pupil portfolio. Two revision sections are included and there are 6 additional online exercises available for each chapter. The teachers guide contains extra cultural information, ideas for games, photocopyable worksheets, transcripts for the listening texts and an answer key.

A1
013401 Kursbuch A1 + Audios und Clips online £18.95
013401 Übungsbuch A1 £14.95
013421 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £12.50
013403 Wörterheft A1 £9.55
013416 Testheft A1 + MP3 Audio Online £7.65
013402 Medienpaket A1 (2 Audio-CDs) £17.75+
013422 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A1 USB-Stick £24.95+

A2
013424 Kursbuch A2 mit Audios und Clips online £18.95
013420 Übungsbuch A2 £14.95
013445 Lehrerhandbuch A2 £12.95
013437 Wörterheft A2 £9.75
013452 Testheft A2 mit Audios Online £7.95
013436 Medienpaket A2 (2 Audio-CDs) £19.95+

B1
013404 Kursbuch B1 mit Audios und Clips online £19.95
013419 Übungsbuch B1 £16.50
013441 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £13.50
013407 Wörterheft B1 £9.95
013418 Testheft B1 £9.20
013461 Medienpaket B1 (2 Audio-CDs) £19.95+

Paul, Lisa & Co.

HUEBER

*Paul, Lisa & Co.* is a fun and easy way for pupils to reach level A1 of the CEFRL in 3 levels. *Paul, Lisa & Co. Starter* provides an easy-does-it introduction to the German language - smooth and gentle with no reference to grammar rules - and prepares learners for the next stage of the course - *Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.1 & A1.2*. Levels A1.1 & A1.2 introduce grammar rules in a way that suits very young learners. Children who already have some knowledge of German can start immediately with *Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.1*. Relating the adventures of the four friends Paul, Lisa, Julia and Alex helps to teach language in a relevant context and in an entertaining way. Topics such as a birthday, animals, hobbies or holidays provide great potential and together with the personal histories of the protagonists, create an emotional link with young learners. The broad range of practice material in the course supports a holistic and task-based approach to teaching. In the coursebook the children create their own portfolio at the end of each lesson. In the workbook they are able to repeat and consolidate their learning objectives through a wide choice of practice material through exercises that involve colouring, solving puzzles, cutting and glueing to make learning even more fun. The accompanying audio-CDs contain all the listening texts from the books. The digital version of the coursebook contains interactive exercises for use with an interactive whiteboard.

A1.1
017515 Kursbuch - Starter £8.75
017517 Arbeitsbuch - Starter £8.75
017518 Audio-CDs Starter (2) £24.95+
017512 Kursbuch A1.1 £8.75
017513 Arbeitsbuch A1.1 £8.75
017514 CD A1.1 NYP
017510 Interaktives Kursbuch für Whiteboard und Beamer - DVD-Rom £19.95+
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**Prima - los geht’s**

*Prima - los geht’s* is for children who are learning German as their first or second foreign language. The series provides suitable content for this age group in a modern, child-friendly layout and enables playful learning of German in a variety of lessons. Five friends and a dog lead learners through the textbook with rhymes, games, regional studies, songs and motivational tasks.

*Prima - los geht’s* takes pupils to CEFR level A1 in 3 volumes. The student books contain eight clearly structured units. These cover about 4 lessons each and offer insights into the lives of children in the German-speaking countries. Playful tasks build children’s communication skills, and numerous songs reinforce newly learned structures. Comic strips develop reading skills easily and in small steps and phonetics tasks ensure a correct pronunciation right from the start. Finally there are motivating mini-projects in which the children can develop and present their work together in a linguistically orientated way. The accompanying listening material is available as an audio download.

The workbooks with audio downloads reflect the structure of the student books. For each unit there are extensive exercises which correspond with the same section in the student books and the vocabulary introduced in the student books is summarised clearly in the workbooks.

Videos to accompany the books are also available to download. The teachers’ books contain tips and suggestions for lesson plans and the audio-CD for the students books. The digital teachers’ book includes multimedia resources such as lesson plans, photocopiable worksheets and an answer key.

**A1**
- 011000 Schülerbuch 1 mit Audios online £13.50
- 011003 Arbeitsbuch 1 mit Audio-CD und Stickerbogen £10.50
- 011015 Handreichungen für den Unterricht mit Kopiervorlagen und Audio-CD £20.95

---

**Wo ist Paula?**

*Endt, E/Ritz-Udry, N/Schiffer, A-K and others KLETT*

*Wo ist Paula?* is a 4 level course for absolute beginners. The course has a gentle progression and is designed to encourage learners to participate in class. Topics and situations that appeal to youngsters are the basis of the course and ignite children’s natural desire to discover for themselves. The books have full-colour illustrations throughout and include regular speaking skills exercises. Comparisons between German and children’s native language are highlighted and video-clips help with recall and development of speaking skills. Entertaining reading texts and child friendly culture pages round off the coursebooks. The accompanying workbooks offer additional exercises to revise the coursebook material and self-evaluation pages. Klett Augmented is available for *Wo ist Paula?* With the Klett Augmented App audio files, videos or links can be scanned, played or saved on a smartphone or tablet.

| A1.1 | 017403 Kursbuch 1 £10.75 | 017406 Arbeitsbuch 1 mit CD-Rom (MP3-Audios) £7.80 | 017407 Kursbuch 2 £10.75 | 017413 Arbeitsbuch 2 mit CD-Rom (MP3-Audios) £7.80 | 017421 Lehrerhandbuch 1 & 2 + Lehrwerk digital £24.50 | 017402 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket auf USB-Stick £24.95+ |
| A1.2 | 017410 Kursbuch 3 £10.75 | 017415 Arbeitsbuch 3 mit CD-Rom £7.80 | 017418 Kursbuch 4 £10.75 | 017422 Arbeitsbuch 4 mit CD-Rom £7.80 | 017434 Lehrerhandbuch 3 & 4 mit Audio-CDs (4) und Video-DVD £24.50 | 017490 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket 3 & 4 auf USB-Stick £29.95+ |

---

**Beste Freunde**

*HUEBER*

Young people find learning easiest when they work together and can learn from each other which is the reason why *Beste Freunde* uses a group of students to lead learners through the German language, following events in their daily lives using authentic, relevant language. *Beste Freunde* is a modular course with three units in each coursebook containing three short chapters of 4 pages. Additional pages covering German culture, grammar, project work and revision are included at the end of each module. The workbook offers a wide and extensive range of exercises that are closely linked to the activities in the coursebook with particular attention given to grammar and written work. *Partnerseiten* give students roleplays to practise together and extra pages at the end of each module include revision and extension activities on each theme. The CD-Rom included with the coursebook contains interactive grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation exercises and some karaoke.

| A1.2 | 011712 Testtrainer A1 £15.50+ | 011696 Kursbuch A2.1 £9.20 | 011697 Arbeitsbuch A2.1 mit CD-Rom £9.20 | 011693 Lehrerhandbuch A2.1 £11.95 | 011690 Glossar A2.1 Deutsch-Englisch £5.35 | 011698 Audio-CD A2.1 £14.95+ | 011699 Interaktives Kursbuch A2.1 für Whiteboard und Beamer DVD-Rom £19.95+ |

---
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A2.2
011700 Kursbuch A2.2 £9.20
011701 Arbeitsbuch A2.2 mit CD-Rom £9.20
011705 Lehrerhandbuch A2.2 £11.95
011706 Glossar A2.2 Deutsch - Englisch £6.35
011703 Audio-CD A2.2 £14.95+
011707 Interaktives Kursbuch A2.2 für Whiteboard und Beamer DVD-Rom £19.95+

B.1
011702 Kursbuch B1.1 £9.20
011715 Arbeitsbuch B1.1 mit Audio-CD £9.20
011713 Lehrerhandbuch B1.1 £11.95
011704 Audio-CD B1.1 £14.95+
011707 Interaktives Kursbuch B1.1 für Whiteboard und Beamer DVD-Rom £19.95+

B1.2
011708 Kursbuch B1.2 £9.20
011709 Arbeitsbuch B1.2 mit CD £9.20
011717 Lehrerhandbuch B1.2 £11.95
011711 Audio-CD B1.2 £14.95+
011710 Interaktives Kursbuch B1.2 für Whiteboard und Beamer £19.95+

Klasse
KLETT

Klasse! stands for communicative and action-oriented teaching, focusing on creativity and consistent learner involvement.

Exercises for multilingualism and, from A2, for language teaching build on the knowledge of the learners and show a close connection to the real application of language and CLIL tasks make it possible to combine German content with other subjects.

Relevant themes and funny comics motivate students to speak and act. Videos show scenes and stories from the everyday life of young people in Germany, teaching cultural studies and practising comprehension.

Humorous clips on speech and authentic communication make speech comprehensible and integrate youth language, gestures and facial expressions. Grammar clips help students to understand new structures. An additional section on geography in the plateau chapters gives a more in-depth insight into Germany and its people.

In the section Free choice, learners can choose their own tasks – depending on difficulty, skill, or interest.

The coursebook and workbook both contain 12 chapters; the coursebook offers gentle progression with activity-oriented tasks and projects and summaries of vocabulary, speech, grammar and self-evaluation sections.

Logisch! neu
KLETT

A revised edition of the popular course Logisch! the updated version features a new, modern layout with lots of new photos. There is more focus on group activities for vocabulary work and a page of written vocabulary exercises in each chapter. This is a clearly structured three level course for teenage learners of German. Its dialogues and written texts focus on topics and experiences of concern to young people. Each task in the coursebook has a corresponding exercise in the accompanying workbook. Pronunciation training and grammar points are closely linked together and all the grammar needed to complete the exercises is summarised in tables alongside the questions. A summary of the topic covered is given at the end of each chapter and a full vocabulary list is included in the workbook.

A1
010217 Kursbuch A1 £16.50
010218 Arbeitsbuch A1 £13.75
010224 Lehrerhandbuch A1 mit Video-DVD £19.50
010225 Intensivtrainer A1 £10.75
010227 Testheft A1 mit Audio-CD £17.50
010228 Unterrichtspaket A1 DVD-Rom mit interaktiven Tafelbildern £37.75+

A2
010217 Kursbuch A2 £16.50
010218 Arbeitsbuch A2 £13.75
010309 Lehrerhandbuch A2 mit Video-DVD £19.50
010310 Intensivtrainer A2 £10.75
010319 Testheft A2 mit Audio-CD £17.50
010324 Unterrichtspaket A2 DVD-Rom mit interaktiven Tafelbildern £37.75+

B1
010215 Kursbuch B1 mit Audios zum Download £19.50
010205 Arbeitsbuch B1 mit Audios zum Download £16.50
010265 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £25.50
010341 Intensivtrainer B1 £11.75
010311 Testheft B1 mit 2 Audio-CDs £19.50
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Planet Plus

**HUEBER**

*Planet plus* is the revised edition of the classic course. The course has new content to offer, short units and a modern design with a host of photos that will appeal to teenagers. At the same time the familiar language progression and easy-to-understand structure of the course are retained. *Planet Plus* consists of two separate half-length books per level with each book containing four modules, each with three short units dividing the substance of the course into more manageable portions in which the short stories in the modules form the familiar framework. To accompany the coursebook from level A1 onwards entertaining film material is now available - two films per book that follow exactly the content and progression of the coursebook. A new feature of the design is the presentation of learning objectives in an extra column. Students are able to see what is expected of them in each lesson and independent learning is encouraged. Whenever new content is practised, previously encountered material is revised at the same time consolidating the whole syllabus. The new magazine pages at the end of the coursebook will make classroom teaching more interesting with games, cultural background material and suggestions for teaching. The separate workbook now also has a new full-colour design and forms a perfectly integrated extension to the writing, listening, reading and self-discovery grammar practice offered by the course. Mini tests in the form of interactive exercises enable pupils to easily test their level of knowledge for themselves. The teachers’ book contains tips and suggestions on how to get the most from the course, an answer key to all the exercises and transcripts of the listening texts.

**A1.1**

- 012055 Kursbuch A1.1 £9.20
- 012056 Arbeitsbuch A1.1 mit CD-Rom £9.20
- 012186 Glossar Englisch A1.1 £5.35
- 012057 Audio-CDs zum Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A1.1 £27.95+

**A1.2**

- 012058 Kursbuch A1.2 £9.20
- 012164 Arbeitsbuch A1.2 £9.20
- 012187 Glossar Englisch A1.2 £5.35
- 012165 Audio-CDs zum Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A1.2 £27.95+ £25.95+

**A2.1**

- 012071 Kursbuch A2.1 £9.20
- 012190 Arbeitsbuch A2.1 £9.20
- 012218 Glossar Englisch A2.1 £5.35
- 012188 Audio-CDs zum Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A2.1 £27.95+

**A2.2**

- 012219 Kursbuch A2.2 £9.20
- 012201 Arbeitsbuch A2.2 £9.20
- 012233 Glossar Englisch A2.2 £5.35
- 012194 Audio-CDs zum Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A2.2 £27.95+ £25.95+

**Prima plus**

**CORNELESEN**

*Prima plus* is an updated edition of *Prima*. The student books contain seven short, clearly segmented units on topics that students find motivating. The course is based on spoken language, interactive working formats designed to help students methodically improve their communication skills, key skills and pronunciation. The workbooks have a parallel structure; for each exercise in the textbook there is a corresponding one in the workbook. The accompanying DVD-Roms contain listening texts as well as complementary interactive exercises for vocabulary, grammar and reading comprehension.

**A1.1**

- 013130 Schülerbuch A1.1 £13.50
- 013131 Arbeitsbuch A1.1 + CD-Rom £11.75
- 013132 Handreichungen für den Unterricht A1.1 £14.75
- 013133 Audio-CD zum Schülerbuch A1.1 £5.60+

**A1.2**

- 013134 Schülerbuch A1.2 £13.50
- 013138 Arbeitsbuch A1.2 + CD-Rom £11.75
- 013139 Handreichungen für den Unterricht A1.2 £14.75
- 013140 Audio-CD zum Schülerbuch A1.2 £5.60+
- 013142 Testheft mit Audio CD A1 £16.50
- 013141 Video-DVD A1 £26.95+

**A2.1**

- 013148 Schülerbuch A2.1 £14.75
- 013155 Arbeitsbuch + CD-Rom A2.1 £11.75
- 013135 Handreichungen für den Unterricht A2.1 £14.75
- 013157 Audio-CD zum Schülerbuch A2.1 £5.60+

**A2.2**

- 013158 Schülerbuch A2.2 £13.50
- 013147 Arbeitsbuch A2.2 + CD-Rom £11.75
- 013176 Handreichungen für den Unterricht A2.2 £14.75
- 013191 Audio-CD zum Schülerbuch A2.2 £5.60+
- 013163 Testheft mit Audio CD A2 £16.95
- 013183 Video-DVD A2 £26.95+

**B1**

- 013174 Schülerbuch B1 £21.50
- 013175 Arbeitsbuch B1 + CD-Rom £15.75
- 013186 Handreichungen für den Unterricht B1 £22.50
- 013196 Testheft B1 mit Audio-CD £17.50
- 013177 Audio-CDs zum Schülerbuch B1 £10.95+
- 013171 DVD B1 £13.95+

**Maximal**

**KLETT**

*Maximal* is a 3 level course for pupils aged from 11 for levels A1 to B1 of the CEFR. The course uses typical everyday situations and language and combines traditional course-books with online interactive learning. Jan, Lena, Anton and Alicia lead learners through all the units in the coursebooks and introduce pupils to authentic German language as spoken by teenagers. The common everyday events are designed to encourage pupils to speak German. Amusing video clips that depict the lives of the coursebook characters are included throughout for listening comprehension. For written skills there are a variety of exercises based on different types of texts such as emails, Apps and social media. Grammatical tables, self-evaluation tests and an alphabetical vocabulary list are also included.

The workbooks contain a range of exercises to practice all the key skills together with additional vocabulary, exam preparation training and projects to complete. The workbook with the LMS-code gives access to an interactive version of the coursebook and workbook with online activities, videos and animated clips.

The teachers’ book comes with 2 CDs accompanying the coursebook and 1 CD that accompanies the workbook, transcripts of the listening texts, an answer key and offers tips for lesson planning.

Klett Augmented is available for *Maximal*. With the Klett Augmented App audio files, videos or links can be scanned, played or saved on a smartphone or tablet.
Wir neu
KLETT

Wir teaches young people to communicate on topics relevant to their lives and develop a broad understanding of the language. This new edition has a combined coursebook and workbook with a new layout and new, updated photos and illustrations. The books follow a modular structure and the layout is clear and colourful to hold pupils’ interest and encourage them to participate through games and songs. New material is introduced in small recurring steps with exercises for all four skills. Grammar is introduced throughout the sections for pupils to formulate rules themselves with special exercises to apply the grammar they have learned. Each module concludes with revision exercises, a grammar summary and tasks that encourage language production.

Aspekte Junior
KLETT

Aspekte Junior is a German course for students aged 15+ covering levels B1 plus to C1 of the CEFR. Based on the proven modular structure of Aspekte neu the course uses real-life scenarios appropriate for the target group for learning. Listening and reading texts are authentic and varied. Authentic film material on DVD with matching tasks in the course book forms the basis for discussions and the practice of listening skills. Each level contains 10 regional studies; portraits of people, companies or organisations, a collection of useful expressions and grammar overview. Digital versions of the books with interactive whiteboard presentations are also available.

Additional material eg. tests, worksheets, glossaries, online exercises, and portfolios are available on the publishers website.

Klett Augmented is available for Aspekte Junior: With the Klett Augmented App audio files, videos or links can be scanned, played or saved on a smartphone or tablet.

Mit Uns
HUEBER

Mit uns is a course for advanced learners of German, working on their previous knowledge of the language and systematically developing it further.

The course is very clearly divided up into modules: the topics in each module are presented by personable teenagers who create a personal and emotional rapport with young students. A wide choice of authentic reading and listening texts take account of teenage interests and train their reading and listening strategies, and encourage learners to form their own opinions and gain new insights.

From the very beginning Mit uns puts the productive skills of speaking and writing at the forefront of the language learning process. Authentic writing stimuli and a variety of projects promote oral and written powers of expression. A great deal of emphasis is placed on transparent and comprehensive exercises and tasks that encourage language production - in both independent as well as cooperative forms of learning.

Part and parcel of work with texts in Mit uns is the presentation of grammar structures in the coursebook that can then be discovered, revised and extended in the workbook where students are required to formulate the rule themselves independently. In conjunction with the coursebook the vocabulary work included in the workbook helps to extend the young learners’ vocabulary and give them the necessary strategies required for their own independent vocabulary acquisition. Specific writing practice materials in the workbook aim to prepare young learners for the DSD 1 & 2, Goethe-Zertifikat B1, B2 & C1 and Prüfungen des ÖSD exams and at the same time to improve their own writing skills. The accompanying audio-CDs contain all the listening texts from the coursebook and the listening texts from the pronunciation training programme in the workbook.

Ages 15 - 16

Aspekte Junior
KLETT

Klett Augmented is available for Aspekte Junior: With the Klett Augmented App audio files, videos or links can be scanned, played or saved on a smartphone or tablet.

B1
012210 Kursbuch B1+ + Audios zum Download £21.75
012211 Übungsbuch B1+ + Audios zum Download £17.50
012213 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £18.50
012212 Medienpaket B1+ (3 Audio-CDs + Video-DVD) £26.95+
012215 Lehrwerk digital B1+ mit interaktiven Tafelbildern £38.95+

B2
012223 Kursbuch B2 + Audios zum Download £21.50
012224 Übungsbuch B2 + Audios zum Download £19.50
012225 Medienpaket B2 (4 Audio-CDs + Video-DVD) £31.95+

B1
012506 Kursbuch B1+ £18.50
012507 Arbeitsbuch B1+ £15.95
012508 Audio-CDs zum Kursbuch B1+ (2) + Audio-CD zum Arbeitsbuch B1+ (1) £17.95+

B2
012509 Kursbuch B2 £18.50
012510 Arbeitsbuch B2 £16.95

www.eurobooks.co.uk
Aspekte neu

Aspekte neu is an intermediate course which builds on students’ previous knowledge to take them to an advanced level of language learning over the 3 levels. This new edition of Aspekte contains attractive introduction pages for each chapter, updated modules and new film clips to support each topic. The course follows a modular structure with Lernzielkasten at the start of every chapter indicating the aims of the chapter. Each chapter also includes a Porträt adding a cultural side to the language learning and the accompanying DVD contains film clips on each topic to support comprehension. The workbook revises and strengthens the coursebook material with more in-depth exercises and self-evaluation sections so students can keep track of their progress. The coursebook concludes with a comprehensive Redemittel section and a clearly laid out summary of the most relevant grammar points encountered through the book.

B1
012100 Lehrbuch B1 plus mit DVD £25.95
012101 Lehrbuch B1 plus £22.95
012102 Arbeitsbuch B1 plus mit Audio-CD £16.50
012105 Lehrerhandreichungen B1 plus mit Medien-DVD-Rom £39.95
012103 Intensivtrainer B1 plus £12.95
012104 Audio-CDs zum Kursbuch B1 plus (2) £19.75+
012176 Grammatik B1 plus bis C1 £13.95

B2
012106 Lehrbuch B2 mit DVD £27.95
012107 Lehrbuch B2 £21.75
012127 Arbeitsbuch B2 mit Audio-CD £16.50
012144 Lehrerhandbuch B2 mit DVD-Rom £36.95
012143 Intensivtrainer B2 £13.95
012109 Audio-CDs zum Lehrbuch B2 (2) £19.95+

C1
012147 Lehrbuch C1 mit DVD £26.95
012157 Lehrbuch C1 £21.75
012158 Arbeitsbuch C1 + Audio-CD £18.50
012133 Lehrerhandbuch C1 mit DVD-Rom £36.95
012169 Intensivtrainer A1 mit Prüfungsvorbereitung DSH und TestDaF £12.95
012148 Audio-CDs zum Lehrbuch C1 (3) £22.95+

DaF leicht

DaF leicht is a six level course that covers levels A1-B1 of the CEFR. The course uses a modern, magazine-style layout with an original approach to cultural themes. Each chapter begins with a photo and question to introduce the topic and an outline of the communicative aims that will be covered. Information for the students is written in red and appears at the start of each chapter and at the top of each page. Texts are in the form of easy to understand, short dialogues using authentic language and offer an up-to-date picture of the German-speaking world. Grammar is presented in context and all new structures are highlighted in yellow throughout.

A1
013051 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1.1 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013053 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1.2 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013069 Grammatik-Cips A1 £10.95+
013054 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £21.75
013056 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A1 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+
013052 Medienpaket A1 - CDs (4) + DVD £17.95+

A2
013058 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2.1 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013086 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2.2 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013071 Grammatik-Cips A2 £10.95+
013076 Lehrerhandbuch A2 £21.75
013075 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A2 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+
013084 Medienpaket A2 CDs (4) + DVD £17.95+

B1
013087 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1.1 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013091 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1.2 mit DVD-Rom £16.50
013077 Grammatik-Cips B1 £10.95+
013074 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £21.75
013081 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket B1 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+
013071 Medienpaket B1 CDs (4) + DVD-Rom £18.95+
**Linie 1**

Linie 1 is a course for complete beginners who want to learn German for both everyday and business use. The course material is presented in easy to learn units with the coursebook and workbook sections for each chapter presented together. After the topic and vocabulary have been introduced, the section ends with Und Sie? exercises for students to practise what they have learnt in relation to themselves. Vorhang auf presents scenarios for learners to revise their new language structures in a fun way based on everyday situations. Grammar and orthographic rules are integrated into the units. The Intensivtrainer provides additional exercises for those who want further practice. The teachers’ book offers ideas for using Linie 1 in lessons, photocopyable worksheets and tips on using the supplementary materials and new media. The digital version of the teachers’ book contains the same material in a format for use with an interactive whiteboard. All the audio and video clips for the book are contained on the accompanying DVD-ROM.

### A1

- 010230 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1 mit DVD-ROM £25.95
- 010232 Intensivtrainer A1 £10.95
- 010235 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £17.50
- 010233 CDs A1 zum Kurs- und Übungsbuch (4) £15.95+
- 010236 Testheft A1 mit Audio-CD £18.50
- 010237 Vokabeltrainer A1 + CD-ROM £10.95
- 010234 DVD-Video A1 £20.95+
- 010238 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A1 auf DVD-ROM £38.95+

### A2

- 010231 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2 mit DVD-ROM £25.95
- 010246 Lehrerhandbuch A2 £17.50
- 010239 CDs A2 zum Kurs- und Übungsbuch (4) £15.95+
- 010298 Testheft A2 mit Audio-CD £18.50
- 010244 Intensivtrainer A2 £10.95
- 010301 Vokabeltrainer A2 mit CD-ROM £10.95
- 010247 DVD-Video A2 £20.95+
- 010323 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A2 auf DVD-ROM £38.95+

### B1

- 010312 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1 mit DVD-ROM £25.95
- 010317 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £17.50
- 010318 Intensivtrainer B1 £10.95
- 010315 CDs zum Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1 (4) £15.95+
- 010326 Testheft B1 mit Audio-CD £18.50
- 010346 DVD-Video B1 £15.95+
- 010344 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket B1 auf DVD-ROM £38.95+

### B2

- 010330 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1+/B2 mit Audios and Videos £27.50
- 010329 Lehrerhandbuch B1+/B2 + Audio-CDs (4) + DVD mit Videotrainer £34.50
- 010320 Intensivtrainer B2.1 £7.95

---

**Menschen**

HUEBER

This course for beginners uses the theory that feelings and stories about other people is what encourages learners to actively engage in their language learning from the beginning. Each book contains 24 chapters. Material is introduced in a story telling form - with a scene-setting situation and listening text, accompanied by a picture dictionary to illustrate new vocabulary. Various forms are then used to expand on the subject in question including song, movement exercises, games and film excerpts to ensure that all types of learners are accounted for when practising new vocabulary, structures and phrases. Each chapter closes with writing practice and speaking exercises or a mini-project to round off the topic. Four additional chapters offer supplementary resources including magazine style pages with supplementary reading texts; activities to accompany the film clips on the course DVD; Projekt Landeskunde and songs. The learner DVD-Rom offers extra exercises to expand and revise class work and activities for self-study. All the audio and video material can be downloaded via an app to smartphone or tablet.

- 011483 Kursbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £18.95
- 011485 Arbeitsbuch A1 mit Audio-CDs (2) £18.95
- 011489 Lehrerhandbuch A1 (Paket Lehrerhandbuch A1.1 & A1.2) £32.50
- 011492 Audio-CDs (3) & DVD zum Kursbuch A1 £29.95+
- 011491 Berufstrainer A1 mit Audio-CD £11.50
- 011495 Testtrainer A1 mit Audio-CD £18.95
- 011519 Intensivtrainer A1 £11.50
- 011515 Vokabeltaschenbuch A1 £9.20
- 011481 Digitales Unterrichtspaket A1 DVD-Rom £49.75+
- 011466 Kursbuch A2 mit DVD-Rom £18.95
- 011467 Arbeitsbuch A2 mit 2 Audio-CDs £18.95
- 011521 Lehrerhandbuch A2 (Paket Lehrerhandbuch A2.1 & A2.2) £32.50
- 011494 Audio-CDs (2) & DVD-Rom zum Kursbuch A2 £29.95+
- 011520 Vokabeltaschenbuch A2 £9.20
- 011529 Berufstrainer A2 mit Audio-CD £11.50
- 011496 Testtrainer A2 mit Audio-CD £18.95
- 011537 Digitales Unterrichtspaket A2 DVD-Rom £49.75+

---

**Motive**

HUEBER

You can achieve an objective much more quickly by concentrating and dealing with it systematically. Motive follows this principle with a clearly structured course that allows students to learn things quickly by a process of discovery, cognition and association. Each chapter in the course has clearly constructed units covering the basic syllabus for levels A1 to B1. The initial page of each lesson reacts to students’ previous knowledge and picks up on what they have already learnt. Three double-page spreads follow presenting in turn a reading text, a listening text or a topic of cultural interest as a vehicle for new language. At the end of each lesson there is a short summary of the relevant grammar and speech functions. The workbooks contain extensive exercise material as well as special writing practice which can be completed at home or in the classroom. Vocabulary and grammar are dealt with in a systematic way enabling students to learn quickly. From the very beginning, longer reading and listening texts on interesting topics and stories combine skills training with vocabulary and grammar acquisition. This creates a network of knowledge that lasts and quickly increases. The accompanying CDs contain all the listening texts from the coursebooks. A single volume edition is also available.

- 017501 Kursbuch A1 Lektion 1-8 £11.75
- 017503 Arbeitsbuch A1 Lektion 1-8 mit MP3 Audio-CD £9.95
- 017504 Audio CDs A1 (2) Lektion 1-8 £21.95+
- 017505 Kursbuch A2 Lektion 9-18 £11.75
- 017506 Arbeitsbuch A2 Lektion 9-18 mit MP3 Audio-CD £9.95
- 017507 Audio CDs A2 (2) zum Kursbuch Lektion 9-18 £21.95+

---

**HÖRSTELLE**

- 011532 Lehrerhandbuch B1 (Paket Lehrerhandbuch B1.1 & B1.2) £32.50
- 011531 Audio-CDs (3) & DVD-Rom zum Kursbuch B1 £29.95+
- 011527 Vokabeltaschenbuch B1 £9.20
- 011538 Testtrainer B1 mit Audio-CD £18.95
- 011537 Digitales Unterrichtspaket B1 DVD-Rom £49.75+

---

**KLETT**

Linie 1 is a course for complete beginners who want to learn German for both everyday and business use. The course material is presented in easy to learn units with the coursebook and workbook sections for each chapter presented together. After the topic and vocabulary have been introduced, the section ends with Und Sie? exercises for students to practise what they have learnt in relation to themselves. Vorhang auf presents scenarios for learners to revise their new language structures in a fun way based on everyday situations. Grammar and orthographic rules are integrated into the units. The Intensivtrainer provides additional exercises for those who want further practice. The teachers’ book offers ideas for using Linie 1 in lessons, photocopyable worksheets and tips on using the supplementary materials and new media. The digital version of the teachers’ book contains the same material in a format for use with an interactive whiteboard. All the audio and video clips for the book are contained on the accompanying DVD-ROM.

- 010320 Intensivtrainer B2.1 £7.95
- 010329 Lehrerhandbuch B1+/B2 + Audio-CDs (4) + DVD mit Videotrainer £34.50
- 010320 Intensivtrainer B2.1 £7.95

---

**www.eurobooks.co.uk**
Schritte International neu
HUEBER

If you are looking for a really successful language course with top quality modern content, Schritte International Neu is for you. The classic course with its tried and tested concept and well-established progression now offers a host of new topics and features including an extended multi-media package. One of the secrets of the success of the original course is the audio-photo-stories that bring to life everyday events in the German-speaking countries. This new edition tells new stories involving Lara and her German guest family. These stories are available as audio files, as a slide show and are complemented by short video clips depicting scenes from Lara’s daily life. Each unit in the book now features a double page spread at the end called Zwischendurch mail, with headings such as cultural information, songs, projects, comics or movies. These supplementary exercises and activities offer a choice of optional material to help round off the topic of the chapter. The workbook has been re-designed and extended to include several more features such as vocabulary practice and self-evaluation tests at the end of every lesson. In addition, extra pages focus on more job-oriented topics. The teachers’ book includes detailed tips and suggestions for differentiation in class, photocopiable worksheets, tests for each coursebook unit, additional exercises, an answer key, transcripts of the listening texts and cultural background information. The all-inclusive media package with audio-CDs and DVD contains all the listening texts, films and slide shows for the coursebook. In addition, the media package includes specific communication practice in the form of short audio and video sequences. All this material can be downloaded via an app to your smartphone or tablet.

Sicher!
HUEBER

Sicher! is a modular course that provides learners at intermediate level with a solid foundation in the language skills needed for everyday use, academic study and vocational training. All modules present different text styles dealing with a wide choice of topics and a variety of well-designed tasks and exercises. Each lesson follows a particular theme and a modular pattern of reading, listening, writing, speaking, vocabulary and grammar. Each module ends with a checklist for learners to monitor their progress. Cultural knowledge plays an important part in the course with the choice of texts and their exploitation implicitly providing information about Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Facts and figures are clearly explained under the heading Wussten Sie schon? giving students access to a wealth of information to help them master everyday situations. A DVD with film material for listening and visual comprehension accompanies the course.

www.eurobooks.co.uk
Studio 21
CORNESEN

Studio 21 is a revised edition of the bestselling Studio d with a new modern design and new complementary media that offer learners a flexible and varied German course. The way of teaching and learning is changing and digital media are becoming more important. Studio 21 offers comprehensive materials for teachers and learners to make lessons more versatile and enable more flexibility in the learning process. The course covers German for everyday and professional use and includes an intercultural perspective. Topics are interesting and learning is task-oriented with a range of exercises that follow a clear structure. Listening and pronunciation training are extensive and vocabulary is taught systematically with intensive practice of word combinations. The coursebook and workbook are available in eBook format with audio and video clips and interactive exercises. The digital version of the teacher’s book contains a digital lesson planner with teacher’s guide and interactive coursebook and workbook for use with a whiteboard.

A1 011566 Medienpaket A1 - CDs (5) £26.95
011559 Testheft A1 £11.50
011558 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £13.50
011556 Arbeitsbuch A1 £16.75
011557 Medienpaket A1 - CDs (5) £26.95

A2 011562 Arbeitsbuch A2 £16.75
011567 Intensivtrainer A2 £11.50
011559 Testheft A1 £11.50
011577 Vokabeltaschenbuch A2 £7.55

A1 - A2 011565 Digitaler Unterrichtsplanner A1 auf DVD-ROM £34.75+
011538 Medienpaket A1 Audio-CDS und Video-DVD mit Übungsboeket £38.50+

011534 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £34.95
011335 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95

011535 Unterrichtsvorbereitung A1 £23.75
011364 CDs zum Deutschbuch A2 (2) £26.95+
011337 Intensivtraining A1 mit Audio-CD und Lerner-DVD-ROM £12.95
011332 Intensivtraining A1 mit Audio-CD £12.95
011339 Testheft A1 £19.50
011359 Medienpaket A1 Audio-CDS (4) und Video-DVD mit Übungsboeket £38.50+

B1 011333 Deutschbuch B1 mit DVD-Rom £34.95
011336 CDs zum Deutschbuch B1 (2) £25.95+
011338 Unterrichtsvorbereitung B1 £13.75
011337 Intensivtraining B1 mit Audio-CD und Extraeiten für Integrationskurse £12.95

Studio Express
CORNESEN

Studio Express stands for fast, efficient, flexible learning – by means of a combined coursebook and workbook plus online material.

It is an intensive 3 level course that takes students from A1 to B1 of the CEFR in 300 class hours. Based on the successful concept of Studio 21 - a teaching program that has made a name for itself in DaF courses worldwide, Studio Express is for motivated, learning-oriented young adults who have little time to attend lessons, but still want to learn German reliably in a short time.

The course is based on the Studio 21 method and covers topics for everyday life, study and business life, focussing on the essentials. Vocabulary and word connections are practised systematically and the course uses a task-oriented and active language learning approach. Cultural information (with an intercultural perspective) on the German-speaking countries is included and the course also prepares students for the Goethe-Institut B1 and telc exams.

An important part of Studio Express are interactive online exercises which enable students to practice German with a notebook or tablet whenever and wherever they want. The coursebook includes an access code for the scook online learning platform where students will find an ebook version of the coursebook, additional and interactive exercises and all the audio material for the course. A single volume edition Studio Express Kompaktkurs Deutsch is also available.

Starten wir!
HUEBER

Starten wir! takes student from absolute beginner to Now I can! easily and quickly. Each level contains material for approximately 80 class hours and uses a task-based approach that’s fun and includes new forms of communication.

Starten wir! promotes learning in small steps. The content concentrates on everyday topics, language use and language structures and is presented on double-page spreads, each designed to cover two teaching units so it can be easily divided into manageable portions and is well suited to all types of language course.

Each double-page spread starts with a warm-up introduction, then practices all the key skills and ends with a task to test the acquired knowledge in a meaningful context, e.g. by designing posters, questionnaires, role plays or the writing of WhatsApp messages or blogs. Language competency is built up using the lexical approach (among others): concentrating on learning “chunks” of language and the development of wordfields. Xtra lesen sections complete each unit with a reading comprehension text and exercises.

The coursebook and workbook are kept separate and are pleasantly light and slim as a result. The clear structure, the intuitively designed exercises and easy to understand instructions make immediate involvement possible without any lengthy preparation.

The workbook contains one or more extra exercises parallel to each coursebook exercise numbered identically. Dictations, exercises comparing language usage and the vocabulary to be learnt per lesson complete the package.

Smartphones and tablets are not only part of the content and practice material, they can also be used in class to solve activity-based tasks or via the free Starten wir!-app to download learning comprehension texts.

B1 011333 Deutschbuch B1 mit DVD-Rom £34.95
011336 CDs zum Deutschbuch B1 (2) £25.95+
011338 Unterrichtsvorbereitung B1 £13.75
011337 Intensivtraining B1 mit Audio-CD und Extraeiten für Integrationskurse £12.95

B2 011336 Testheft B1 mit MP3-CD £17.75
011335 Vokabeltaschenbuch B1 £7.55
011374 Intensivtraining B1 mit Hörtexten £12.95
013388 Audio-CDs B1 (2) £15.95+
013391 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1 £20.95
013389 Audio-CDs A2 (2) £15.95+
013392 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2 £20.95
013393 Audio-CDS A1 £14.95+
013390 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1 £19.50
013395 Glossar Deutsch - Englisch A2 £8.35

013344 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom Edition for English-speaking learners £34.95
013351 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95
013358 Medienpaket A2 mit Audio-CDs und Video-DVD mit Übungsboeket £38.50+
013357 Intensivtraining A2 mit Audio-CD und Lerner-DVD-ROM £12.95
013356 Video-DVD A2 £18.95
013355 Audio-CDSs zum Deutschbuch A2 (2) £26.75+
013352 Intensivtraining A1 mit Audio-CD £12.95
013339 Testheft A1 £19.50
013359 Glossar A1 Deutsch - Englisch £8.25
013397 Vokabeltaschenbuch A1 £7.55
013350 Medienpaket A1 - CDs (5) £26.95

011557 Glossar A1 Deutsch-Englisch £7.55
011555 Kursbuch A1 £16.75
011556 Arbeitsbuch A1 £16.75
011558 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £13.50
011567 Intensivtrainer A1 £11.50
011559 Testheft A1 £11.50
011557 Medienpaket A1 - CDs (5) £26.95

013372 Vokabeltaschenbuch A2 £8.25
013380 Testheft A2 mit Audio-CD £16.75
013356 Video-DVD A2 £18.95
013355 Audio-CDSs zum Deutschbuch A2 (2) £26.75+

013353 Deutschbuch A2 mit DVD-Rom £32.95
013373 Unterrichtsvorbereitung A2 £23.75
013358 Medienpaket A2 Audio-CDS und Video-DVD mit Übungsboeket £38.50+
013344 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom Edition for English-speaking learners £34.95
013351 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95

013364 CDs zum Deutschbuch A2 (2) £26.95+
013337 Intensivtraining A1 mit Audio-CD und Lerner-DVD-ROM £12.95
013332 Intensivtraining A1 mit Audio-CD £12.95

013334 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £34.95
013351 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95

013344 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom Edition for English-speaking learners £34.95
013351 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95

013344 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom Edition for English-speaking learners £34.95
013351 Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-Rom £32.95
**Vocational courses**

**Adolescent/Adult**

**Fokus Deutsch**

Klotz, V/Merkelbach, M  
CORNELEN

*Fokus Deutsch* is a course for intermediate students that combines language for everyday and business use. Each of the 15 chapters uses typical, realistic texts followed by business and practical based exercises which expand and reinforce previous grammar structures. A range of business sectors is covered by the course including academic, manual trades and service industries. The texts and exercises train students in the key skills needed to work in a German-speaking environment: making telephone calls; business negotiations and writing for business purposes. The course contains enough material for 120-150 classroom hours. The accompanying audio material, additional interactive exercises, an answer key, transcripts and translations into the native language are available on the publishers website.

**A1**

- 013151 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1 + Audio- und Videodateien online £26.95
- 013154 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £15.95
- 013153 Medienpaket A1 - 2 Audio-CDs + 1 DVD £17.95+
- 013192 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A1 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+

**A2**

- 013150 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2 + Audio- und Videodateien online £26.95
- 013152 Lehrerhandbuch A2 £15.95
- 013190 Medienpaket A2 - 2 Audio-CDs + 1 DVD £17.95+
- 013195 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A2 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+

**B1**

- 013151 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1 + Audio- und Videodateien online £26.95
- 013156 Lehrerhandbuch B1 £15.95
- 013153 Medienpaket B1 - 2 Audio-CDs + 1 DVD £19.75+
- 013202 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket B1 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+

**B2**

- 013193 Kurs- und Übungsbuch B2 + Audios und Filmen online £26.95
- 013197 Lehrerhandbuch B2 £15.95
- 013201 Medienpaket B2 - 2 Audio-CDs + 1 DVD £17.95+
- 013220 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket B2 auf DVD-Rom £19.95+

**DaF im Unternehmen**

*KLETT*

*DaF im Unternehmen* is a vocational course suitable for absolute beginners that teaches the language required to communicate in a German work environment. The chapters in the coursebook are short and clearly structured. Vocabulary is relevant to both everyday and business situations and important linguistic and work-related skills are introduced in business settings so language structures are linked with writing work emails, customer conversations and presentations. Grammar is studied using business contexts to illustrate points and an overview of grammar is also included. Each chapter offers specific pronunciation training. Role-play exercises have realistic settings and authentic company profiles are used in the book, DVD and online materials. The workbook part of the book contains a range of exercises to revise and expand on the structures learnt and also offer additional training in written language. Answers are given at the end of book. The accompanying DVD and CDs contain film clips with company profiles and the listening texts from the book.

- 013151 Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1 + Audio- und Videodateien online £26.95
- 013154 Lehrerhandbuch A1 £15.95
- 013153 Medienpaket A1 - 2 Audio-CDs + 1 DVD £17.95+
- 013192 Komplettes Unterrichtspaket A1 auf DVD-Rom £17.95+

**Hueber Beruf**

*HUEBER*

A series of handy professional language guides to practise and quickly look up German vocabulary and phrases for typical job situations. In addition the books include a monolingual German grammar section and a small specialist German dictionary with phonetic transcripts and translations into the native language. For each language included in each title there is a free MP3 download, which contains all the sentences in the book in German and as a translation. This can be downloaded from the publishers website: https://www.hueber.de/audioservice. The series is designed for English, French, Italian and Russian speakers.

- 012777 Deutsch in der Gastronomie und Hotelerei £14.50
  - Topics covered include: Job interviews; Hotel and restaurant in general; The Reception; Breakfast service; In the restaurant; In the kitchen; In the bar; Housekeeping.
- 012774 Deutsch in der Pflege - Buch mit MP3-Download £14.50
  - Topics covered include: Sentences you need to know; Speaking to patients and residents; Speaking to doctors; Speaking to colleagues; Speaking to relatives and care givers.
- 012785 Deutsch in der Firma - Buch mit MP3-Download £14.50
  - Topics covered include: Contacting customers; Receiving customer requests and identifying needs; Product presentation; Setting prices; Orders and contracts; Complaints; Telephone calls.
- 012785 Deutsch in der Firma - Buch mit MP3-Download £14.50
  - Topics covered include: New in the company; Contracts and orders; On the phone; Conflict situations; Meetings; Arranging appointments; Small talk.
- 012756 Deutsch für Ingenieure - Buch mit MP3-Download £14.50
  - Topics covered include: Job interviews; In the company; Research and Development; Technical facilities and tools; On the building site; Energy Technology; Meetings and discussions; Presentations.
Im Beruf Neu
HUEBER

Im Beruf neu is a course for students with previous knowledge of German who want to improve their language skills for the workplace. The focus of this course is communication so whether you are applying for jobs, thinking about your first day or simply want to converse with your colleagues, Im Beruf neu offers exercises including a large number of roleplays to use, practise and improve your German speaking skills.

The situations covered are varied: leading a meeting, giving and reacting to instructions, explaining technical equipment, understanding information on employee rights, understanding media reports, writing CVs and presenting health and safety information.

The chapters are short - the topic is introduced on the first page and three pages of exercises follow from which learners can select what is most relevant to them. The accompanying CD, available separately, contains all the listening texts from the course book.

B1
013266 Kursbuch £17.95
013268 Arbeitsbuch £17.95
013267 Fachwortschatztrainer Pflege £10.95
013259 CDs (2) zum Kursbuch £23.95+

Menschen im Beruf - Training
HUEBER

A series of books that focus on specific skills essential for those working in a German-speaking environment.

A2
013185 Bewerbungstraining £15.95
Bewerbungstraining offers a systematic, practical approach to applying for jobs in German. Typical situations from looking at job adverts right through to the final job interview are covered and include all the essential vocabulary needed. Special focus is given to writing and speaking skills and an answer key is included.

B1
013167 Schreibtraining £15.95
A systematic training in written German for the workplace that covers all the typical forms of written communication: emails, minutes, letters and all the necessary business phrases required plus relevant grammar exercises.

013210 Besprechen und Präsentieren £16.95
This book offers a systematic training in the spoken communication skills required for participating in meetings and making presentations in German. An answer key is included and the material is suitable as supplementary material in class and for self-study at level B1 of the CEFR upwards.

013146 Telefonnaufnahmen - Kursbuch B1/B2 mit Audio-CD £15.95
Telefonnaufnahmen offers a systematic listening and speaking programme for making telephone calls in a business environment. Typical phone situations are presented along with the essential vocabulary and phrases. Every chapter contains practical roleplay exercises and notes on cultural differences. An answer key is included making the book suitable for self-study as well as classroom use.

Language skills and practice

Listening

Adolescent/Adult

Deutsch Intensiv - Hören und Sprechen
KLETT

An exercise book for the intensive training of listening and speaking at CEFR level A1 suitable for self-study or to accompany a classroom course.

Everyday topics such as leisure, shopping, travel, health etc. are covered with varied tasks for listening, speaking and responding to questions on a topic. Hints and exercises for correct pronunciation, and emphasis are included. There are also exam preparation exercises and an answer key with explanations.

Klett Augmented is available for “Hören & Sprechen A1”. With the Klett Augmented App audio files, videos or links can be scanned, played or saved on a smartphone or tablet, so included in the book.

A1
018142 Buch £27.95+

66 Wechselspiele für die interaktive Partnerarbeit
KLETT

This collection of photocopiable teaching activities provides motivating exercises to encourage students to speak German that can be used in conjunction with any DaF language teaching program.

Suitable for beginners to advanced level students speaking is encouraged via partner exercises that strengthen and embed grammatical structures. All the worksheets are ready to use without advance preparation.

A2
018053 Lehrerhandbuch + Online-Angebot £21.75+

Speaking

Adolescent/Adult

Mitreden
KLETT

This innovative collection of material promotes students confidence in speaking German and enables them to actively participate in discussions in German. The book contains 60 photocopiable worksheets for use in the classroom and there are additional resources online that can be accessed using a code given in the book. The material is divided into three topic areas: People (Level A2); Food (Level B1) and Mobility (Level B2). Using authentic documents as a starting point the worksheets provide intensive practice in describing, reasoning and giving your point of view in a discussion. Teachers’ notes and an answer key are included.

A2
018053 Lehrerhandbuch + Online-Angebot £21.75+

www.eurobooks.co.uk
Writing

Ages 8-10

Schritt für Schritt ins Grammatikland

HUEBER

Schritt für Schritt ins Grammatikland can be used in parallel with any children’s or teenager’s coursebook. All the grammar is presented systematically and in short easy steps. Terminology is kept to a minimum and vocabulary is simple. Numerous coloured illustrations and imaginative exercise material add to the books appeal. The grammar rules are explained as briefly as possible and are accompanied by drawings and diagrams as an effective memory aid. Each explanation is followed by a series of creative exercises. Revision exercises at the end of each chapter increase in difficulty throughout the book and serve to consolidate pupils understanding of the grammar structures presented earlier.

012044 Grammatik für Kinder und Jugendliche A1-A2 £19.95
012043 Grammatik für Kinder und Jugendliche A2-B1 £20.50

Ages 5-7

Goethe Institut Material for Young Learners

These original picture books are written especially to help younger readers learn German. Each book includes a bilingual German/English glossary at the end of the book.

014961 Neubauer, K - Schwuppdiwupp, kleine graue Maus! 24pp, hardback £9.99

The little grey mouse decides she wants to change her appearance so Schwuppdiwupp she turns into a blue cat but she still isn’t happy. She makes more and more wishes becoming more and more colourful until finally she decides all she wants to be is a little grey mouse.

014960 Schultz, R - Spinne, Spaß und Spiele 28pp, hardback £9.99

Sepa the spider finds an invitation to visit on a tree but can’t find the author so she decides to write her own invitation. Soon has visitors knocking on her door and makes some new friends.

Grammar

Ages 8-10

Deutsch Intensiv - Grammatik

KLETT

A series for the intensive practice of grammar at level B1 & B2. The books includes varied exercises to consolidate grammar, clear tables with clear explanations of the grammar rules, many examples of usage and preparation for Goethe Institut exams. Book B1 also revises important A2 grammar points and contains an A2 level self assessment test. Answer keys are included and grammar videos are available online via the Klett Augmented App.

B1 018136 Buch B1 £15.95
B2 018138 Buch B2 £15.95

Ages 5-7

Deutsch Intensiv Schreiben

KLETT

Intensive training for writing in German.

A1 018141 Buch £14.95

This book covers everyday situations such as enrolling on a course, shopping lists, online ordering etc. Clear tables outline the grammar rules required for the tasks and exercises gradually increase in difficulty as the book progresses. Specific exercises are included for vocabulary and spelling practice. Sample exam papers at level A1 and an answer key are included.

B1 018135 Buch £15.95

This book includes exercises for written communication in everyday and professional environments - eg. minutes of meetings, order confirmations, complaints, job applications, CVs etc. Checklists are included for the formulation of texts, a compilation of relevant phrases, a glossary of the text types covered and an answer key with explanations. Practice texts for relevant exams at level B1 are also included.

A1 013082 £13.95
A2 013088 £13.95

Deutsch Übungsbuch Grammatik A1-A2

HUEBER

This grammar book covers grammar and vocabulary at levels A1 & A2 of the CEFR. The foreword is written in English, German and Arabic to help self-study learners and explanations throughout are in simple German. 36 themed chapters contain more than 300 exercises based on typical situations in everyday life eg. at home, on the move, studying, at work, playing sports etc. Each topic is introduced by a cartoon and topics are colour coded to help with comprehension. Information boxes in the side columns give explanations on grammar and vocabulary, advice on avoiding common mistakes and details of Swiss and Austrian variations in language. An answer key and grammar lists are included at the end of the book.

A1 013006 £14.95

Deutsch Grammatik leicht

Brüseke, R HUEBER

Easy to use grammar practice books. Grammatik leicht is suitable for self-study and for use in the classroom. Simple grammar tables and explanations on each left-hand page are complemented by exercises on the facing page. All the explanations and instructions for the exercises are in English. An answer key and grammar overview are included.

A1 013082 £13.95
A2 013088 £13.95
Langenscheidt Verbtabellen Deutsch als Fremdsprache

Verbtabellen Deutsch is a handy, quick reference work for learning and revising all the regular and irregular verbs in German. The book contains 70 conjugation tables and more than 1000 verbs with examples in context. The two-colour presentation makes it especially easy for students to follow and work with and this revised edition also includes a Nachschlageteil containing information on connections between the most important verbs and prepositions and an alphabetical verb list. An accompanying conjugation trainer with a range of exercises is also available to download - details inside the book.

013616 Langenscheidt Verbtabellen Deutsch als Fremdsprache £12.50

Langenscheidt Sag’s auf Deutsch

Learn 1000 words and master 80% of essential everyday vocabulary quickly with Sag’s auf Deutsch. Vocabulary is ordered by topic and for every word there is a practical example sentence and pronunciation guide together with tips on word usage.

013619 Langenscheidt Sag’s auf Deutsch £6.65

Sicher Übungsgrammatik

This Übungsgrammatik gives an overview of the most frequently used German grammar points. The book uses double-page spreads to introduce and practise grammar with grammar structure and rules on the left-hand page and a range of corresponding exercises on the right. Common problems are examined in the explanations and the exercises are divided into three levels of difficulty. An answer key is included with the book making it suitable for self-study as well as class use.

B1 11408 £22.75

Schritte neu Grammatik

This grammar practice book gives students an excellent overview of basic German grammar rules and structures and thanks to the answer key is suitable for self-study as well as classroom use. Each unit covers a double page: based on an easy to remember introductory situation - illustrated by cartoons - the left-hand page explains the grammar it presents in simple language. The right-hand page offers practice material with a variety of different exercises. Grammar structures and exercises are labelled according to level and the book is suitable for both beginners and intermediate students who want to revise their grammar knowledge. Tests are included at the end of each section and verb tables for irregular verbs and verbs with prepositions can be found at the end of the book. Listening exercises are available to download from the publishers’ website www.hueber.de/audioservice or via the App for Smartphones and tablet.

A1 011415 Grammatik A1-B1 £19.50
**dictionaries**

**Ages 0-4**

**Bildwörterbuch Deutsch**  
HUEBER  

Colourful illustrated first dictionaries which include vocabulary relevant to small children topic by topic.

- 014600: Bildwörterbuch Deutsch-Englisch  
  14pp, hardback  
  £13.75

- 011362: Bildwörterbuch Deutsch  
  14pp, hardback  
  £13.75

**Ages 8-10**

**ELI Vocabulary in Pictures**  
ELI  

Colourful and easy to use, the ELI Vocabulary in Pictures is the ideal tool to help children learn and revise basic vocabulary in a foreign language! Available in English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. The captivating illustrated scenes, the immediate picture-word association, plus the audio recordings and fun digital activities engage young students in a pleasant learning process. Each picture dictionary contains:- 45 attractive thematic scenes with delightful illustrations - More than 1000 words: nouns, adjectives, verbs and prepositions - A complete alphabetical index of the words - Audio recordings of all words and digital activities for each scene downloadable for free online! NB. An access code with instructions on how to download the Digital Vocabulary is included inside each book. The Digital Vocabulary contains the digital version of the book including the audio recordings for each word and a variety of interactive activities based on matching written/spoken words and pictures.

- A1  
  012217: ELI Bildwörterbuch  
  £10.95

**Meine Welt auf Deutsch**  
KLETT  

Meine Welt auf Deutsch is aimed at German learners of primary school age. With a lot of fun and action-oriented activities, the acquisition of vocabulary and grammar happens almost without pupils noticing. Double page scenes start each chapter followed by a page of illustrations for specific vocabulary with more complex terms, word explanations and examples on the opposite page. Picture scenes are also available in packs of A1 size wall posters for the topics school and learning and everyday life and free time.

- 014534: Meine Welt auf Deutsch - Buch mit Audio-CD  
  £18.75

- 014445: Wortschatz üben - Freizeit - Mein Jahr - Feste  
  £6.60

- 014569: Wortschatz üben - Freizeit - Mein Jahr - Feste mit CD-Rom  
  £8.30

- 014441: Wortschatz üben - Mein Tag - in der Schule - Zu Hause  
  £7.35

- 014442: Wortschatz üben - Einkaufen - Mein Körper - in der Stadt  
  £7.35

- 014443: Meine Wörter für die Schule  
  £8.20

- 014454: Wortschatz üben - Mein Tag - In der Schule - Zu Hause - Buch & CD-Rom  
  £9.75

- 014522: Wortschatz üben - Meine Wörter für die Schule - Übungshetz  
  £7.50

- 014456: Wortschatz üben - Einkaufen - Mein Körper - In der Stadt Buch + CD  
  £8.20

- 014444: Wo ist der Floh? - Buch + CD-Rom  
  £15.50

- 014461: Grammatik üben  
  £8.80

- 014483: Wortschatz üben - Interaktive Übungen und Spiele (3 CDs)  
  £14.95

- 014536: Wimmelposter Alltag und Freizeit  
  £17.95+

- 014538: Wimmelposter Schule und Lernen  
  £17.95+

**music & song**

**Ages 8-10**

**Kinderlieder**  
KLETT  

This book contains 14 popular German children's songs together with the melody line for each song and illustrations for children to colour in. The songs included are: *Fuchs, du hast die Gans gestohlen*; *Hopp, hopp, hopp, Pferdchen lauf Galopp*; *Kommt ein Vogel geflogen*; *Es tanzt ein Bi-ba-Butzemann*; *Hoppe, hoppe Reiter*; *Ein Männlein steht im Walde*; *Alle meine Entchen*; *Hanschen klein*; *Summ, summ, summ*; *Blenchen summ herum*; *Suse, liebe Suse, was raschelt im Stroh?*; *Backe, backe, Kuchen*; *Bruderlein, komm tanz mit mir!*; *Es war eine Mutter*; *Schlaf, Kindchen, schlaf*.

- 012898: Kinderlieder - Buch & Audio-CD  
  £12.95

**Commentsaries**

**Ages 15-16**

**Klassiker trifft Comic**  
KLETT  

A series of comic strip versions of classic titles with footnotes and an appendixes covering the live and works of the authors.

Each  
£7.80

- 018047: Ibsen, H - Nora oder Ein Puppenheim
- 018046: Kleist, H - Der zerbrochne Krug
- 018057: Goethe, J W - Götz von Berlichingen
- 018048 - Die Leiden des jungen Werthers
- 018042: Keller, G - Kleider machen Leute
- 018049: Molière - Der eingebildete Kranke
- 018038: Lessing, G - Nathan der Weise
- 018034: Schiller, F - Wilhem Tell
- 018036 - Die Räuber
- 018022: Storm, T - Der Schimmelreiter
- 018044: Wedekind, F - Frühlings Erwachen
- 018033: Faust - eine Tragödie
Methodology

Adolescent/Adult

Zack Deutsch lernen mit Comics
KLETT

Zack is a collection of motivating teaching materials based on excerpts from the comics drüben! (Simon Schwartz), Wir können ja Freunde bleiben (Mawil), Faust (Flix) and 4 Touché comic strips from Tom. 40 pages of original comic strips can be photocopied for use in class along with numerous other pages which provide essential vocabulary and background cultural information, ideas for creative spoken and written activities and suggestions for further research on the topics and project work.

018652 Landeskunde Deutschland: Von der Wende bis heute 2018 £35.75

Civilisation

General overview

Adolescent/Adult

Landeskunde aktiv
HUEBER

A coursebook for students preparing for a stay in Germany, Austria or Switzerland. The 12 chapters contain practical exercises and simulations of everyday situations to help learners acquire the linguistic and cultural knowledge needed to get along in commonplace conversations. Topics covered are: contacts, traffic, money, food and drink, housing, family, friendship and love, free time, study and work, media, health and beauty. The accompanying audio-CD contains the interviews and listening texts from the book.

018641 Kursbuch £31.95
018648 Lehrerhandbuch £17.50
018661 Audio-CD £21.95+

Orientierungskurs - Grundwissen Politik, Geschichte und Gesellschaft
CORNELSEN

This coursebook contains a wealth of cultural information in 45 teaching units split into 3 main sections: the democratic political system, history and responsibility and the individual and society. Each unit concludes with comprehension exercises and a summary of the material covered. A glossary and answer key are also included together with a multiple choice test at the end of the book.

013036 Kursbuch £11.95

Zwischendurch mal
HUEBER

Zwischendurch mal... provides ideal complementary material for teachers who want a little cultural background for their courses every now and then. The series offers a wide range of cultural material made up of reading texts, poems, songs and games. All the texts are organised by topic and level of difficulty with teachers notes and a range of accompanying exercises to practise speaking and written skills. The series is aimed at false beginners and intermediate students.

019090 Zwischendurch mal... Hören - Kopiervorlagen £23.75+
019092 Zwischendurch mal Wortschatz - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019093 Zwischendurch mal... Projekte - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019096 Zwischendurch mal Spiele - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019091 Zwischendurch mal... kurze Geschichten - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019097 Zwischendurch mal...Gedichte - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019048 Zwischendurch mal...Landeskunde - Kopiervorlagen £22.75+
019094 Zwischendurch mal...Lieder - Kopiervorlagen und Audio-CD £23.75+
019095 Zwischendurch mal... Sprechen £22.75+

www.eurobooks.co.uk
Readers

Graded readers

Ages 5-7

Young ELI Readers - Märchen und Fabeln

ELI

This collection of classic fairy tales and fables expands the popular series of Young ELI Readers for children. Adapted for young learners of German as a foreign language, these illustrated stories are accompanied by a variety of games, activities and multimedia content to help children learn in a fun, motivating and enjoyable way. Available in four levels, the books are graded according to the CEFR and to the number of headwords used (Beginners A0 - 100 headwords; A1 - 200 headwords; A1.1 - 300 headwords; A2 - 400 headwords). Each title features:- 2 introductory pages of pre-reading activities to familiarize the reader with the characters and the vocabulary of the story- Entertaining activities throughout the story- Accessory background material related to the readers.

Ages 8-10

Young ELI Readers

ELI

There are 4 stages available in this series, graded according to the number of headwords used, which correspond to the beginner levels of the CEFR. These well-illustrated readers include a mixture of classic and original texts, and are accompanied by a CD-ROM that can be used on traditional CD-players to listen to the audio recordings and on a PC to access the animation clips and interactive exercises. Each reader includes 5 pages of revision exercises and fun activities along with bookmarks. There is also a illustrated dictionary on the inside cover of each text which means the student can easily access the vocabulary needed. Stage One 100 words - below A1 Stage Two 200 words - A1 Stage Three 300 words A1.1 Stage Four 400 words - A2

Accessories

Ages 8-10

Young ELI Readers - Märchen und Fabeln

Each £7.55

Beginners
013112 Die Ameise und die Heuschrecke + Video Multi-ROM
013109 Rotkäppchen + Video Multi-ROM

A1
013115 Die Bremer Stadtsmusikanten + Video Multi-ROM
013116 Der Fuchs und die Trauben + Video Multi-ROM
013095 Der Hase und die Schildkröte + Video Multi-ROM

A1.1
013118 Aschenputtel + Video Multi-ROM
013092 Schneewittchen und die sieben Zwerge + Video Multi-ROM
013119 Die Stadtmaus und die Landmaus + Video Multi-ROM

A2
013121 Hänsel und Gretel + Video Multi-ROM
013123 Der Nordwind und die Sonne + Video Multi-ROM

Leserclub

A series of simple fairytales illustrated in colour to aid comprehension with full vocabulary lists at the beginning of each story.

018481 Die Bremer Stadtsmusikanten £6.65
018480 Der Hase und der Igel £6.65
018486 Sindbad, der Seefahrer £6.65
018482 Aladdin und die Wunderlampe £6.65

Kletts bunte Lesewelt

Accessible original literature

Ages 5-7

KLET

A series of graded readers for young learners of German. The books use large print and colourful illustrations and there is a vocabulary list in word and picture form at the end of each book. The accompanying teachers material contains photocopyable exercise sheets and a CD-Rom with audio material and additional exercises and games.

Beginners
014011 Mira zieht ans Meer £3.80
014013 Die Bremer Stadtsmusikanten £3.80
014742 Domröschchen £4.95
014744 Frau Holle £4.95
014736 Hänsel und Gretel £4.95
014749 Rapunzel £4.95
014748 Rumpelstilzchen £4.95
014743 Schneewittchen £4.95
014740 Der Wolf und die sieben Geißlein £4.95

014012 Max und der Ozeanriese £3.80
014015 Lehrerhandreichungen £18.95

The teachers’ book contains tips for teachers and photocopy masters with exercises and games to accompany the readers. The CD-Rom included with the book contains all the audio versions of the texts, illustrations, text and picture cards to use in class and additional background material related to the readers.

Near beginners
014747 Mecki Dudel und seine Band £3.80

014746 Hurra, Ferien! + CD-ROM £4.95
014745 Dornröschen £4.95
014744 Frau Holle £4.95
014743 Schneewittchen £4.95
014740 Der Wolf und die sieben Geißlein £4.95

018482 Aladdin und die Wunderlampe £6.65
018486 Sindbad, der Seefahrer £6.65
018481 Die Bremer Stadtsmusikanten £6.65
018480 Der Hase und der Igel £6.65
018482 Aladdin und die Wunderlampe £6.65
Graded readers

Ages 11-14

Deutsch 3 in 1
KLETT
Thilo / Margil, I

Each story in this series is told from three different perspectives and each perspective uses a different level of language making them ideal for use in classes with students of differing levels of ability.

All the themes and situations in the stories are relevant to young people. Each book ends with a comprehension test. The answers and an audio version of the text are available to download from the publishers website.

A1
010800 Böses Foul beim Football - Buch + Online-Angebot (A1-B1) £6.80
010801 Die Uniform - Buch + Online-Angebot (A1-A2) £6.80
010809 Herzrasen - Buch + Online Angebot (A1-A2) £6.80
010810 Küssen verboten!? £6.80
010805 Praktikum gesucht! - Buch + Online-Angebot (A1-A2) £6.80

Teen ELI Readers
ELI

These readers are available in 3 stages, graded according to the number of headwords used, and correspond to levels A1-B1 of the CEFR. Each text is accompanied by a CD and an 8 page booklet, full of quotes related to the major themes of the text. The readers are divided into chapters with a glossary at the end of each. There are pre and after reading activities which teach vocabulary and lexical structures, and also a test yourself section which offers more context based exercises.

Each £8.30

A1
013338 Cadwallader, J - Der Zwerg Nase + CD
018757 Grimm, B - Frau Holle und andere Märchen + CD
018715 Spryi, J - Heidi + CD
018714 Raspe, R - Baron von Munchhausen + CD

A2
018710 Flagan, M - Das Altägyptische Souvenir + CD
018709 Flagan, M - Hannas Tagebuch + CD
018720 Chamisso, A - Peter Schlemihls wundersame Geschichte + CD
018706 Banfi, M-L - So nah, so fern + CD
018705 Simpson, M - Tim und Claudia suchen Ihren Freund + CD
018779 Schiller, F - Wilhelm Tell + CD
018716 Hoffmann, E - Nussknacker und Mausekönig + CD

B1
018765 Anon - Das Nibelungenlied + CD
018849 Hoffmann, E - Der Sandmann + CD
018738 Simpson, M - Ziel: Karminia + CD

Die junge DaF Bibliothek
CORNELSEN
Kiesele, K

Die junge DaF Bibliothek is a series of readers for students with level A1 & A2 in German. The stories are based around topics such as school, families, hobbies, friends and social media and give an insight into the daily life of young people in Germany and at the same time give students the chance to test their understanding of everyday German. Footnotes are included and there are comprehension exercises for each chapter of the book. The books are illustrated and audio versions of the texts are available online in MP3 format.

017449 Lara und Robby - Eine Messenger-Geschichte £7.35
017459 Lara und Robby in Leipzig £7.35
017451 Abenteuer am Meer £7.35

Ages 15-16

Die DaF Bibliothek
CORNELSEN
Dittrich, R / Baumgarten, C / Borbein, V

A series of readers each featuring a region or city in one of the German-speaking countries. The titles include detective stories and tales of family life and each book includes word definitions, cultural information, puzzles and exercises. Audio versions of the books are available to download online.

Each £8.80

A1
017250 Die Skorpion-Frau - Liebe und Tod in Heidelberg £6.80
017252 Ein Schuss ins Leere - Fremde Räuber in Uri £6.80
017253 Hafische in der Spree - Tödlicher Streit in Berlin £6.80
017255 Kaltes Blut - Heimliche Rache in Garmisch £6.80
017256 Leise kommt der Tod - Gift und Geld in Salzburg £6.80
017258 Sport ist Mord - Fussball-Krimi in Hamburg £6.80
017259 Teufel in Seide - Falsches Spiel in Leipzig £6.80
017396 Ein Toter zu viel - Wiener Walzer - Wiener Blut £6.80

A2
017292 Freude, Liebe, Angst - Dramatisches im Schwarzwald £6.80
017236 Gefährlicher Einkauf - Erpressung in Berlin-Kreuzberg £6.80
017286 Tödlicher Cocktail - Eifersucht und Lügen £6.80
017295 Tödlicher Irrtum - Ein Aktenkoffer auf Sylt £6.80
017260 Das Missverständnis - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall £6.80
017264 Die Entscheidung - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall £6.80
017280 Die Überraschung - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall £6.80
017281 Grossstadtliebe - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall £6.80
017242 Der letzte Kuss - Banküberfall in München £6.80
017156 Tödliches Testament - Spurlos verschwunden £6.80
017309 Tatort: Krankenhaus - Eine ausweglose Situation £6.80
017246 Jeder ist käuflich - Geheimnis in Kassel £6.80

www.eurobooks.co.uk
Adolescent/Adult

Lesen und Üben

BLACK CAT CIDEB

A collection of short readers (not full text) enriched by colour illustrations, notes on vocabulary and interspersed with a variety of comprehension activities and exercises. The accompanying audio material offers a reading of the entire story as well as some listening exercises, as detailed in the books.

With different graded levels, the series offers a progressive approach to learning German, particularly in building up a wider vocabulary and understanding of sentence structures. Each reader also includes short articles on themes and items of interest relevant to the story (history, literature, tourism, nature...) which help to develop a greater understanding of German culture and civilization.

A1

011391 Grimm - Von Hexen und Prinzessinnen + CD £10.50
011365 Werner - Die Legende des Piraten Störtebeker + CD £10.50
014211 Werner, - Das geheime Rezept - Book & CD £10.50
011364 Czarnecki, S - Das Geheimnisvolle Foto - Book & CD £10.50
011370 Böttcher, R/Lang, S/Czarnecki, S - Der Fluch der Mummie - Book & CD £10.50
011237 Hoffmann, E - Der Nussknacker - Book & CD £10.50
011375 Medaglia, C/Seiffarth, A - Johann Wolfgang und seine Freunde - Book & CD £10.50
011381 Werner, S - Auf der Suche nach Toby - Book & CD £10.50
010178 Shelley, M - Frankenstein - Book & CD £10.50

A2

012558 Werner, S - Albert Einstein - Book & CD £10.95
011372 Seiffarth, A, Czarnecki, S(ed) - Das Haus an den Klippen - Book & CD £10.50

Young Adult ELI Readers - German

ELI

These readers are available in 3 stages, graded according to the number of headwords used, and correspond to levels A1-B1 of the CEFR. Each text is accompanied by an audio-CD and an 8 page booklet, full of quotes related to the major themes of the text. The readers are divided into chapters with a glossary at the end of each, and also include dossiers about the author and the historical and cultural context of the original text. There are prep and after reading activities which teach vocabulary and lexical structures, and also a test yourself section which offers more content based exercises.

Each £9.95

A1

018781 Schikaneder, E - Die Zauberflöte + CD £9.95

A2

018722 Tucholsky, K- Schloss Gripsholm + CD £10.50
018789 Eichendorff, J - Aus dem Leben eines Tauchers + CD £10.50
018788 Roth, J - Die Kapuzinergruft + CD £10.95
018776 Rilke, R - Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge + CD £10.95
018881 von Feuerbach, A - Der Tod im Spiegel + CD £9.95
018777 Fontane, T - Effi Briest + CD £10.95

B1

018795 Goethe, J - Die Leiden des jungen Werthers + CD £9.95
018787 Schiller, F - Die Räuber + CD £9.95
018835 Kafka, F - Der Verfall + CD £9.95
018776 Keller, G - Der Sandmann + CD £10.50
018882 Büchner, G - Woyzeck + CD £10.95
018776 Zweig, S - Die Welt von Gogol + CD £10.95

www.eurobooks.co.uk
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A Level Literature Set Texts

These selections contain the literature titles on the set text lists for the current German A Level exams.

AQA German A Level Literature Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016553</td>
<td>Dürenmatt, F</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019517</td>
<td>Brecht, H</td>
<td>Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019379</td>
<td>Brecht, B</td>
<td>Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019397</td>
<td>Hensel, J</td>
<td>Zonenkinder</td>
<td>£11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015846</td>
<td>Heine, H</td>
<td>Buch der Lieder</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015320</td>
<td>Hermann, J</td>
<td>Sommerhaus später</td>
<td>£9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015981</td>
<td>Lenz, S</td>
<td>Fundbüro</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016894</td>
<td>Kafka, F</td>
<td>Die Verwandlung</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015981</td>
<td>Lenz, S</td>
<td>Fundbüro</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016550</td>
<td>Dürrenmatt, F</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019764</td>
<td>Kafka, F</td>
<td>Die Verwandlung</td>
<td>£9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019057</td>
<td>Mann, T</td>
<td>Tonio Kröger/Mario und jungen W.</td>
<td>£9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013990</td>
<td>Toletz, J</td>
<td>Der gute Mensch von Sezuan</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014000</td>
<td>Brecht, H</td>
<td>Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edxcel German A Level Literature Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016553</td>
<td>Dürenmatt, F</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016340</td>
<td>Brecht, B</td>
<td>Der kaukasische Kreidekreis</td>
<td>£9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011004</td>
<td>Kurbjuweit, D</td>
<td>Zweier ohne £6.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015981</td>
<td>Lenz, S</td>
<td>Fundbüro</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016554</td>
<td>Dürenmatt, F</td>
<td>Die Physiker</td>
<td>£10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016553</td>
<td>Dürrenmatt, F</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013990</td>
<td>Toletz, J</td>
<td>Der gute Mensch von Sezuan</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015320</td>
<td>Hermann, J</td>
<td>Sommerhaus später</td>
<td>£9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015981</td>
<td>Lenz, S</td>
<td>Fundbüro</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WJEC German A Level Literature Texts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>019366</td>
<td>Brecht, B</td>
<td>Der gute Mensch von Sezuan</td>
<td>£8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016554</td>
<td>Dürenmatt, F</td>
<td>Die Physiker</td>
<td>£10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015981</td>
<td>Lenz, S</td>
<td>Fundbüro</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>017323</td>
<td>Kurbjuweit, D</td>
<td>Zweier ohne £6.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016553</td>
<td>Dürenmatt, F</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016894</td>
<td>Schlink, B</td>
<td>Der Vorleser</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019517</td>
<td>Brecht, H</td>
<td>Die verlorene Ehre der Katharina Blum</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019379</td>
<td>Brecht, B</td>
<td>Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019397</td>
<td>Hensel, J</td>
<td>Zonenkinder</td>
<td>£11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015846</td>
<td>Heine, H</td>
<td>Buch der Lieder</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019365</td>
<td>Frisch, M</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£8.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015320</td>
<td>Hermann, J</td>
<td>Sommerhaus später</td>
<td>£9.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

German A Level Literature Study Guides

A selection of study guides for literature and film titles for the current A Level German exams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>013990</td>
<td>Good Bye, Lenin!: Film study guide</td>
<td>£11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>013991</td>
<td>Der Vorleser: Film study guide</td>
<td>£11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014300</td>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>£22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014303</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014309</td>
<td>Die Verwandlung</td>
<td>£21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014328</td>
<td>Das Leben der Anderen: Film study guide</td>
<td>£11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014414</td>
<td>Der gute Mensch von Sezuan</td>
<td>£21.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014996</td>
<td>Der Besuch der alten Dame</td>
<td>£11.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boxed games

Ages 11-14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>011105</td>
<td>Bilder-Bingo</td>
<td>£14.50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011010</td>
<td>Das ist meine Arbeit!</td>
<td>£14.50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>011100</td>
<td>Super Bis?</td>
<td>£14.50+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ELI Language Magazines

ELI

Highly motivating, these ELI Language Magazines provide children of all ages and levels in school or at home with interesting articles, fun games and activities in their chosen language.

All subscriptions comprise five (5) issues in a 16-page, A4 format, published roughly every two months between October and May. Subscriptions may be ordered at any time of year, but orders received after mid-September may arrive late.

For most titles recorded material is available online completely free of charge with selected texts from all five issues. The Teaching Notes are also available online free of charge.

1 subscription £16.00; 2-5 subscriptions £10.00 each; 6 or more subscriptions £8.50 each.

096196 Fertig...los! (A1/A2) | £16.00
096192 Kinder (A2/B1) | £16.00
096041 Freunde (B1/B2) | £16.00
096042 Zusammen (B2/C1) | £16.00